USE CASE

Leveraging PDF for Consistency
This electronic components manufacturer
eliminated custom programs and established
PDF as the corporate standard, using Adlib to
render documents across the organization.
THE CHALLENGE

THE INDUSTRY
Manufacturing

THE SYSTEMS

To convert legacy user manuals to PDF—their new corporate standard—this electronic
components manufacturer needed an effective, single rendering solution to avoid
rekeying the content manually and wasting knowledge worker hours.

THE DOCUMENTS

They were faced with a number of arduous challenges. This organization needed to:

USER MANUALS

• Ensure consistency across the organization in terms of the programs used to
render documents
• Eliminate the inconsistencies caused by varied file formats from department to
department
• Reduce the costs of retyping user manuals by hand

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic
document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most

THE RESULT
Having a standard file format across the organization can help improve business
efficiency. Adlib offers exceptional support for the full range of Acrobat features, giving
companies the means to tailor PDF files to meet corporate requirements and best
practices. In this instance, a manufacturer gained a consistent, corporate-wide
mechanism for delivering user manuals to customers.
By using Adlib, this electronic components manufacturer achieved a number of benefits:
• A single rendering solution across departments

commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple
sources into more manageable and usable
formats to enhance documents at each of
the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:
capture, manage, archive and deliver.
Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation
of Advanced Rendering technology that is

• Elimination of custom programs

ideal for high-volume environments where

• Consistent PDF files across the entire organization

accurate, scalable and highly-available

• Establishment of PDF as the standard file format

document-to-PDF conversion and

Advanced Rendering enabled this
manufacturing organization to implement PDF
as a consistent, corporate standard for
delivering user manuals to customers, resulting
in huge savings of time and money.

the enterprise.

transformation services are required across
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